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1. Introduction (Compulsory) 

Write an introduction here. Use American English [1]. Use citations in the order of appearance in the paper 

(not in alphabetical order) [2]. Add a critical literature review. Clearly express the study’s motivation. This 

section cannot contain a subsection. Write a text of introduction here. Write [3-6] a text of introduction here. 

For a new paragraph, use Enter, not Shift+Enter. 

Do not use informal expressions, such as first-person pronoun “I”, certain conjunctions, prepositions, or 

adverbs (e.g., also, plus, so far, now, and so), contractions (e.g., can’t, don’t, haven’t, we’re, and let’s), 

abbreviations (e.g., ASAP and w.r.t.), phrasal verbs, slangs, and colloquial language [7, 8]. Write in full the 

phrase you want to use the abbreviation of and specify the abbreviation symbol in parentheses. Use only the 

abbreviation in subsequent uses. 

Use commas after conjunctions or adverbs, including but not limited to Therefore, Thus, Hence, Thereby, 

Thereafter, Consequently, Moreover, Furthermore, Besides, Further, In addition, Additionally, Then, 

Afterward, Subsequently, Later, Hereinafter, Finally, Thus far, Recently, Lately, and Latterly. Use commas as 

highlighted in yellow “…, then …”/“…, for …,”/“…, for all …,”/“For …,”/“For all …,”. Use the Oxford 

comma (or serial comma) (e.g., A, B, and C). Write a text of introduction here. Write [9, 10] a text of 

introduction here. Write [11-14] a text of introduction here. 

Describe the paper’s layout in the last paragraph. Write a text of introduction here. Write [15, 16] a text of 

introduction here. Write a text of introduction here. Write a text of introduction here [17-20]. 
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2. Materials and Methods/Preliminaries (Recommended) 

Materials and methods used in the research articles should be explained in this section. For the reproducibility 

of the study, the method should be given in detail and clearly. Methods used should be supported by previously 

published references. 

Add definitions, theorems, etc. used in the paper. Give proper credit to definitions, theorems, etc. The first 

sentence of Preliminaries can be started as “This section presents/provides some of the basic definitions and 

properties/some notions to be used/required/needed in the next sections/following section.”. 

Definition 2.1. [6] Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. 

Definition. 

Lemma 2.2. [7] Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. 

Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. 

Proof. 

Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. ◻ 

2.1. Subsection Subsection 

Tables and figures must be captioned and numbered. Captions should be located under the figure and top the 

table, centered, Sentence case form, and 11 pt. Figures and tables should be referred to by the number in the 

text (e.g., “Table 1 shows that …”, “Figure 1 shows that …”, “Tables 1 and 2 manifest that …”, “Figures 1 

and 2 specify that …”, and “Tables 1-3 indicate that …”). Texts in tables should be 9 pt. If tables and figures 

are consecutive, leave a line space in between. 

Table 1. Results for the parameters and the objects ranging from 100 to 1000 

 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

CE10an 0.2739 3.2532 14.0127 40.1959 93.9178 184.5333 335.5700 568.7381 914.9916 1412.0988 

EMO18an 0.0113 0.0069 0.0068 0.0101 0.0162 0.0200 0.0244 0.0587 0.0396 0.0506 

Difference 0.2626 3.2463 14.0060 40.1858 93.9015 184.5134 335.5456 568.6794 914.9520 1412.0482 

Advantage (%) 95.8871 99.7870 99.9518 99.9748 99.9827 99.9892 99.9927 99.9897 99.9957 99.9964 

Boldfaced values indicate the “best” performances. Boldfaced values indicate the “best” performances. Boldfaced values indicate the “best” 

performances. 

 

 

Figure 1. Plasma Na+ concentrations in 14 g (●), 20 g (▲), and 30 g (■) trout transported to seawater 
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2.1.1. Subsubsection Subsubsection 

The SI system (Système International d'Unités) must be used in all scientific data. There should be no space 

between the % sign and the number. The percent sign (%) is used after the number, e.g., 18%. A decimal point 

must be used in decimal numbers, e.g., 2.5 instead of 2,5. 

3. Results and Discussion/Main Results (Recommended) 

This section should provide/introduce/investigate the findings and discussion/definitions and theorems. 

Findings/Concepts obtained from the study should be supported in this section by figures and 

tables/propositions and examples. For “Results and Discussion”, the similarities and differences of the 

obtained results with other studies should be provided, and the possible reasons for these should be discussed 

based on the literature. For “Results and Discussion”, the contribution and importance of the results to science 

should be emphasized. The obtained results should be interpreted, avoiding unnecessary repetitions. 

3.1.  Equations  

The equations are written centered. Equations are numbered sequentially in the relevant section. Do not number 

equations or mathematical expressions unless necessary. Do not use punctuation after centered 

equations/mathematical expressions, even if they are at the end of a sentence. Use 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 instead of 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 

or 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶. Use 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3, ⋯ } instead of 𝑖 = 1,2,3, ⋯. Equations should be referred to by the number with 

parentheses in the text (e.g., “From (3.1), …”, “From (3.1) and (3.2), …”, “From (3.1)-(3.3), …”, and “From 

(3.1)-(3.3) and (3.5), …”). 

𝑦 = 𝑦 (3.1) 

|𝑥 + 𝑦| ≤ |𝑥| + |𝑦| (3.2) 

{
− 𝑝(𝑥)𝑢′′(𝑥) + 𝑞(𝑥)𝑢(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑢(𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1]

(ln 𝑦)′(−1) =  𝑎1, (ln 𝑦)′(1) = 𝑎2, 𝑎1, 𝑎2 ∈ ℝ
  (3.3) 

{
− 𝑝(𝑥)𝑢′′(𝑥) + 𝑞(𝑥)𝑢(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑢(𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1]

(ln 𝑦)′(−1) =  𝑎1, (ln 𝑦)′(1) = 𝑎2, 𝑎1, 𝑎2 ∈ ℝ
 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

− 𝑝(𝑥)𝑢′′(𝑥) + 𝑞(𝑥)𝑢(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑢(𝑥),     𝑥 ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1] (3.6) 

(ln 𝑦)′(−1) =  𝑎1, (ln 𝑦)′(1) = 𝑎2,     𝑎1, 𝑎2 ∈ ℝ (3.7) 

Theorem 3.1. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. 

i. 𝑥 = 𝑥 ⇒  𝑥 − 𝑥 = 0 ⇒  𝑥 − 𝑥 = 0 

ii. 𝑦 = 𝑦 ⇔  𝑦 − 𝑦 = 𝑦 − 𝑦 

Proof. 

i. By Definition 2.1/From Lemma 2.2, … Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. 

Proof. Proof. 
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(𝑥 + 𝑦)2 = 𝑥2 + 𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦𝑥 + 𝑦2 

 = 𝑥2 + 2𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦2 

Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. 

[𝑎𝑖𝑗] = [
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1

] 

Proof. Proof. ◻ 

4. Conclusion (Compulsory) 

Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the 

study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 

words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results 

of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 

100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable 

results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. 

Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study results in the last paragraph, a minimum of 

50 words. Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study results in the last paragraph, a 

minimum of 50 words. Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study results in the last 

paragraph, a minimum of 50 words. 
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performed the experiment and statistical analyses. The first author wrote the manuscript with support from the 
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2. Materials and Methods/Preliminaries (Recommended)

Materials and methods used in the research articles should be explained in this section. For the
reproducibility of the study, the method should be given in detail and clearly. Methods used should
be supported by previously published references.

Add definitions, theorems, etc. used in the paper. Give proper credit to definitions, theorems, etc.
The first sentence of Preliminaries can be started as “This section presents/provides some of the basic
definitions and properties/some notions to be used/required/needed in the next sections/following
section.”.

Definition 2.1. [6] Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition. Definition.
Definition. Definition.

Lemma 2.2. [6] Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma.
Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma. Lemma.Lemma. Lemma.

Proof.
Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma. Proof of Lemma.

2.1. Subsection Subsection

Tables and figures must be captioned and numbered. Captions should be located under the figure and
top the table, centered, Sentence case form, and 11 pt. Figures and tables should be referred to by
the number in the text (e.g., “Table 1 shows that . . . ”, “Figure 1 shows that . . . ”, “Tables 1 and 2
manifest that . . . ”, “Figures 1 and 2 specify that . . . ”, and “Tables 1-3 indicate that . . . ”). Texts in
tables should be 9 pt. If tables and figures are consecutive, leave a line space in between.

Table 1. Results for the parameters and the objects ranging from 100 to 1000
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

CE10an 0.2739 3.2532 14.0127 40.1959 93.9178 184.5333 335.5700 568.7381 914.9916 1412.0988
EMA18an 0.0113 0.0069 0.0068 0.0101 0.0162 0.0200 0.0244 0.0587 0.0396 0.0506
Difference 0.2626 3.2463 14.0060 40.1858 93.9015 184.5134 335.5456 568.6794 914.9520 1412.0482
Advantage (%) 95.8871 99.7870 99.9518 99.9748 99.9827 99.9892 99.9927 99.9897 99.9957 99.9964

Boldfaced values indicate the “best” performances. Boldfaced values indicate the “best” performances. Boldfaced values indicate the “best”
performances.
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Figure 1. Plasma Na+ concentrations for 14 g (•), 20 g (▲), and 30 g (■) trout transported to
seawater
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Full Title of Paper (Use “· · · ” if this space cannot accommodate the title in its entirety)

2.1.1. Subsubsection Subsubsection

The SI system (Système International d’Unités) must be used in all scientific data. There should be
no space between the % sign and the number. The percent sign (%) is used after the number, e.g.,
18%. A decimal point must be used in decimal numbers, e.g., 2.5 instead of 2,5.

3. Results and Discussion/Main Results (Recommended)

This section should provide/introduce/investigate the findings and discussion/definitions and theo-
rems. Findings/Concepts obtained from the study should be supported in this section by figures and
tables/propositions and examples. For “Results and Discussion”, the similarities and differences of
the obtained results with other studies should be provided, and the possible reasons for these should
be discussed based on the literature. For “Results and Discussion”, the contribution and importance
of the results to science should be emphasized. The obtained results should be interpreted, avoiding
unnecessary repetitions.

3.1. Equations

The equations are written centered. Equations are numbered sequentially in the relevant section. Do
not number equations or mathematical expressions unless necessary. Do not use punctuation after
centered equations/mathematical expressions, even if they are at the end of a sentence. Use A, B,
and C instead of A, B, C or A, B, and C. Use i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · } instead of i = 1, 2, 3, · · · . Equations
should be referred to by the number with parentheses in the text (e.g., “From (3.1), . . . ”, “From (3.1)
and (3.2), . . . ”, “From (3.1)-(3.3), . . . ”, and “From (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.5), . . . ”).

y = y (3.1)

|x + y| ≤ |x| + |y| (3.2){
−p(x)u′′(x) + q(x)u(x) = λu(x), x ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1]
(ln y)′(−1) = a1, (ln y)′(1) = a2, a1, a2 ∈ R

(3.3)

− p(x)u′′(x) + q(x)u(x) = λu(x), x ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1] (3.4)
 (ln y)′(−1) = a1, (ln y)′(1) = a2, a1, a2 ∈ R (3.5)

−p(x)u′′(x) + q(x)u(x) = λu(x), x ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1] (3.6)

(ln y)′(−1) = a1, (ln y)′(1) = a2, a1, a2 ∈ R (3.7)

Theorem 3.1. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem. Theorem.

i. x = x ⇒ x − x = 0

ii. y = y ⇔ y − y = y − y

Proof.
i. By Definition 2.1/From Lemma 2.2, ... Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof.
Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof

(x + y)2 = x2 + xy + yx + y2

= x2 + 2xy + y2
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Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof. Proof.

[aij ] =


0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1


Proof. Proof.

4. Conclusion (Compulsory)

Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable
results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly,
a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words.
Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable
results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly,
a minimum of 100 words. Write the remarkable results of the study briefly, a minimum of 100 words.

Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study results in the last paragraph, a mini-
mum of 50 words. Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study results in the last
paragraph, a minimum of 50 words. Write forward-looking suggestions and opinions about the study
results in the last paragraph, a minimum of 50 words.
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